One – day English Workshops in January 2021
Workshops
Age
Group
7-9

Date: January 6 or January 13

Time: 10am – 5pm
Grammar in Stories

Public Speaking

Grammar is a very important component of English.
In this workshop, we will spend the day learning
grammar and using it to tell stories effectively.

In this workshop, we’ll be focusing on building
confidence in front of an audience – whether it’s an
elocution competition, a debate or a speech, this
workshop is designed for you.

Whether it’s stories about family and friends, or
stories we make up and tell, a strong grammar base
is important!
We will:
•
•
•
•

10-12

Date: January 7 or January 14

Learn when to use which tense – present or
past? Simple or continuous?
Combine these to make a strong narrative
Add adverbs to make our stories exciting and
come to life
Put it all together to tell amazing stories!

We will:
•
•
•
•

Use animals as the theme to build our speeches
Look at how to structure a speech to make it easy
for our audience to understand
Identify key phrases to use to keep our
audience’s attention
Put it all together to deliver an effective and
engaging speech!

Descriptive Grammar

Public Speaking

In this workshop, our focus is on describing different
places in a lively and interesting way. Whether it’s
somewhere we’re familiar with or somewhere new,
we need to know how to describe things clearly and
in an interesting manner.

In this workshop, we’ll be focusing on refining the
structure of our speech for a more effective delivery,
whether it is to present to a small or large crowd. Public
speaking builds confidence and encourage practice.

We will:
•
•
•
•

We will:
•

Talk about where things are in an environment
by using prepositions effectively
Learn which tenses are best suited to different
contexts
Add colour and life to our descriptions through
adjectives and intensifiers
Put everything together to bring our
descriptions to life!

•
•
•

Learn signposting language to ensure we’ve
structured out speech properly
Practise gestures and body language
Use a range of techniques to control nerves
Combine everything to deliver an interesting and
engaging speech!

Note: In view of SOPs, students will need to bring in their own lunch, snacks and water.
Christmas Promotion (Sign up by 24th Dec 2020)

Payment after 24th Dec 2020

Price for one workshop

RM 250

RM 350

Price for both workshops

RM 500

RM 600

s

For more information, please email Nicole at Nicole.Lim@britishcouncil.org.my or call us at 04-2559000.
We are open Tues-Sunday, 9am – 5pm.

www.britishcouncil.org

